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Abstract

recovery. Our methodology involves evaluating the performance of a caching-based loss location prediction scheme.
In this scheme, each receiver caches the locations of its
most recent losses whose locations it has identified and
predicts that its next loss occurs at the location that appears most frequently in its cache. We consider a prediction to be a hit if it matches the location of the loss. The
hit rate achieved by each receiver is an indication of the
degree to which the losses suffered by each receiver exhibit
locality. A shared hit corresponds to the case when the
predictions of all receivers sharing a loss are hits; that is,
all such receivers predict the same loss location and this
loss location is correct. The shared hit rate can indicate
the potential effectiveness of a caching scheme that relies
on the collaboration and coordination of all receivers that
share each loss.

This paper makes the case for exploiting packet loss locality in the loss recovery of reliable multicast protocols,
such as SRM [4]. We claim that packet loss locality in
IP multicast transmissions can be exploited by simple
caching schemes. In such schemes, receivers cache information about the recovery of recently recovered packets
and use this information to expedite the recovery of subsequent losses. We present a methodology for estimating
the potential effectiveness of caching within multicast loss
recovery. We use this methodology on the IP multicast
transmission traces of Yajnik et al. [14]. We observe that
IP multicast losses exhibit substantial locality and that
caching can be very effective.
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We apply our evaluation methodology to the IP multicast
transmission traces of Yajnik et al. [14]. In particular, we
observe the hit rates achieved by our loss location prediction scheme as a function of: the cache size, the delay
in detecting losses, the delay in identifying a loss’s location, and the precision of the loss location identification.
As the delays in detecting losses and in identifying their
locations increase, caches become populated by the locations of less recent losses and predictions are made based
on less recent information. Knowledge of the IP multicast
tree topology may improve the precision with which the
locations of losses are identified.

Introduction

Recently, numerous retransmission-based reliable multicast protocols have been proposed [4,6–8,11,12]. The challenge in designing such protocols lies in the requirements
to scale to large multicast groups, to cater to a dynamic
membership and network, and to minimize the recovery
overhead. Most retransmission-based reliable multicast
protocols treat losses independently and blindly repeat
the recovery process for each loss. Such protocols can
potentially reduce recovery latency and overhead by employing simple caching schemes that exploit packet loss
locality. Locality is the property that losses suffered by a
receiver at proximate times often occur on the same link
of the IP multicast tree. We propose the extension of reliable multicast protocols with caching schemes in which
receivers cache information about the recovery of recently
recovered packets and use this information to expedite the
recovery of subsequent losses.

Our analysis reveals that the losses in the traces of Yajnik et al. exhibit substantial locality. The per-receiver hit
rates achieved by our loss location prediction scheme in
most cases exceed 40% and often exceed 80%. The shared
hit rates range from 10% to 80% when the loss location
identification is topology-oblivious and from 25% to 90%
when it is topology-aware. The shared hit rates for a cache
of size 10 exceed 35% (70%) for half the traces when the
We present a methodology for estimating the degree to loss location identification is topology-oblivious (respecwhich IP multicast losses exhibit locality and quantify- tively, topology-aware). These observations suggest that
ing the potential effectiveness of caching in multicast loss
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celed (suppressed). All requests and replies are multicast.
SRM minimizes duplicate requests and replies using suppression. Unfortunately, suppression techniques delay the
transmission of requests and replies so that only few (and,
Although the IP multicast transmission traces used in optimally, single) requests and replies are transmitted for
this paper are of modest duration and group size [14], each loss.
we expect packet loss locality to also be prevalent in both We suggest enhancing SRM with a caching-based exlonger-lived and larger group size IP multicast transmis- pedited recovery scheme [9, 10]. This scheme operates
roughly as follows. Each receiver caches the requestor and
sions.
Recent studies of IP multicast transmission losses [1,5,14, replier of the most recently recovered packet. A receiver
15] have investigated whether losses in the multicast set- considers itself to be optimal when its cached requestor
ting exhibit temporal and spatial correlation. Temporal is itself. Upon detecting losses, in addition to scheduling
correlation refers to the degree to which losses are bursty requests as is done in SRM, optimal receivers immediately
and spatial correlation refers to degree to which losses are unicast requests to their cached repliers. Upon receiving
pairwise shared between receivers. All such studies ob- such a request, a receiver immediately multicasts a reply
serve that although packet losses are clearly not indepen- for the requested packet. A cache hit corresponds to the
dent, they exhibit low temporal and spatial correlation. case when the unicast request is sent to a receiver that
Our observations do not contradict these results. Loosely is capable of retransmitting the packet. Since unicast respeaking, these studies examine whether the loss of con- quests and the resulting retransmissions are not delayed
secutive (or, close-by) packets is correlated whereas we for purposes of suppression, the recovery resulting from a
examine whether the location of consecutive (or, close- hit incurs minimum latency. Moreover, it suppresses any
by) losses is correlated. Notably, packet loss locality can requests and replies scheduled by SRM’s recovery scheme.
In the case of a miss, the recovery of a packet is carried out
be exploited in multicast loss recovery.
as prescribed by SRM’s recovery scheme. The overhead
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 illustrates associated with a miss is a single unicast request.
how caching can be incorporated within SRM in order
to exploit locality. In Section 3, we present the IP mul- The above simple caching-based expedited recovery
ticast transmission trace data that we use in this paper scheme associates loss locations with the requestor-replier
and describe how we interpret and represent it. Section 4 pairs that recover the respective packets. This scheme
presents our analysis of locality and the effectiveness of may turn out to be too crude, in the sense that many
caching in multicast loss recovery. Section 5 concludes requestor-replier pairs get associated with particular loss
locations. To obtain more precise loss location identithe paper and suggests future work directions.
fication, we propose employing a router-assisted scheme
where routers annotate packets so that turning point
2 Exploiting
Locality
Through routers [7, 11] are exposed. Turning points identify the
subtrees of the IP multicast tree that are affected by each
Caching
loss; thus, they identify loss locations precisely. This information can be used to associate sets of requestor-replier
In this section, we illustrate how caching can be used to
pairs to particular locations; thus, improving the effectiveexploit packet loss locality within the Scalable Reliable
ness of caching.
Multicast (SRM) protocol [4].
SRM is highly resilient to group membership and network
Packet recovery in SRM is initiated when a receiver detopology changes. Unfortunately, such resilience comes at
tects a loss and schedules a retransmission request to be
the expense of performance. In static environments, other
multicast in the near future. If the packet is received
protocols [3, 6, 7, 11, 12] may outperform SRM by either
prior to the transmission of the scheduled request, then
a priori choosing designated repliers, arranging receivers
the scheduled request is canceled. If a request for the
in hierarchies, or extending the functionality of IP multipacket is received prior to the transmission of the schedcast routers so as to intelligently forward recovery packets.
uled request, then the scheduled request is postponed
Our proposed caching-based expedited recovery scheme
(suppressed and rescheduled). Upon receiving a request
can substantially improve SRM’s performance when the
for a packet that has been received, a receiver schedules a
group membership and the network topology are static.
retransmission of the requested packet (reply). If a reply
Moreover, it may partially bridge the performance gap
for the same packet is received prior to the transmission
between SRM and hierarchical or router-assisted schemes,
of the scheduled reply, then the scheduled reply is canexploiting packet loss locality through caching within either existing or novel reliable multicast protocols has the
potential of substantially reducing recovery latency and
overhead.
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while still retaining SRM’s resilience to dynamic environ- Table 1 IP Multicast Traces of Yajnik et al. [14].
ments.
Source
# of Tree Period # of
Duration
& Date
Rcvrs Depth (msec)
Pkts (hr:min:sec)
Of course, many variations on the above caching scheme
1 RFV960419 12
6
80
45001
1:00:00
may be considered: caching several of the most recent
2 RFV960508 10
5
40
148970
1:39:19
requestor-replier pairs and choosing to recover from the
3 UCB960424 15
7
40
93734
1:02:29
4 WRN950919
8
4
80
17637
0:23:31
most frequent such pair, multicasting the expedited re5 WRN951030 10
4
80
57030
1:16:02
quest, etc. Moreover, similar caching schemes may benefit
6 WRN951101
9
5
80
41751
0:55:40
either other existing or novel reliable multicast protocols
7 WRN951113 12
5
80
46443
1:01:55
in similar ways.
8 WRN951114 10
4
80
38539
0:51:23
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9
10
11
12
13
14

IP Multicast Traces and Their Representation

We represent IP multicast traces by per-receiver time series whose elements indicate the locations at which the
losses suffered in the trace occur. We consider two such
representations. The first representation is oblivious to
the IP multicast tree topology and associates the location
of each loss with the loss’s loss pattern, i.e., the set of
receivers that share the loss. The second representation
takes into consideration the IP multicast tree topology
and estimates the link(s) that are responsible for each
loss.

WRN951128
WRN951204
WRN951211
WRN951214
WRN951216
WRN951218

9
11
11
7
8
8

4
5
4
4
3
3

80
80
80
80
80
80

44956
45404
72519
38724
50202
69994

0:59:56
1:00:32
1:36:42
0:51:38
1:06:56
1:33:20

nary time series each of whose elements indicates whether
the respective packet was lost by the respective receiver.
For instance, element i of the binary time series for receiver j is equal to 1 if the receiver j did not receive the
i-th packet of the IP multicast transmission. The loss pattern observed for packet i is the binary sequence whose
j-th element is 1 if receiver j did not receive packet i.

We begin this section by describing the IP multicast trace 3.2 Virtual Link Trace Representation
data that we use throughout the paper. We then describe
how we interpret the trace data and produce our two trace Our first representation is oblivious to the IP multicast
tree. We associate the location of each loss with the loss’s
representations.
loss pattern, i.e., the set of receivers that share the loss.
Although many of the observed loss patterns result from
3.1 Trace Data
losses on multiple links of the IP multicast tree, we attribute each distinct loss pattern to a loss on a single virWe use 14 IP multicast transmission traces of Yatual link. For example, a virtual link could represent the
jnik et al. [14]. These traces involve IP multicast transfact that receivers 2, 5, 8, and 12 did not receive a given
missions each originating in the World Radio Network
packet.
(WRN), the UC Berkeley Multimedia Seminar (UCB), or
the Radio Free Vat (RFV). In these IP multicast trans- By assigning a unique identifier to each distinct loss patmissions, packets are transmitted at a constant rate. Each tern, or virtual link, observed in the trace, we represent
IP multicast transmission is received by a subset of 17 each trace by per-receiver time series whose elements are
research community hosts spread out throughout the US the identifiers of the virtual links responsible for the losses
and Europe. Each IP multicast transmission trace is com- suffered by each receiver. We use the identifier 0 to denote
prised of per-receiver sequences indicating which packets that the particular packet was successfully received.
were received and the order in which they were received. For the virtual link representation, a loss location predicThe traces do not include the packet reception times. Ta- tion is a hit only if the receiver can predict the exact set of
ble 1 lists the source, date, number of receivers, IP mul- receivers that share the loss. However, in order to benefit
ticast tree depth, packet transmission period, number of from caching, a receiver need not predict this exact set.
packets transmitted, and transmission duration for each For instance, consider the lossy IP multicast transmission
of the 14 traces. Yajnik et al. also provide the IP multi- example shown in Figure 1 where a packet is lost on two
cast tree topology for each trace. For more information links, leading to two independent subtrees of the IP mulregarding the traces, see [14].
ticast tree. Receivers 3 and 4 can recover the packet from
receiver
1 and receivers 5 and 6 can recover the packet
Yajnik et al. [14], as do the other multicast loss studies [1,
5, 15], represent IP multicast traces by per-receiver bi- from receiver 2. Receivers in one subtree are not affected
3

Figure 1 Example of a Lossy IP Multicast Transmission. estimator method of Cáceres et al. [2]. For the traces
used in this paper, both methods yield very similar link
loss probability estimates. In this paper, we use the link
loss probability estimates obtained using the method of
Yajnik et al.
1
2
X

X

Given the IP multicast tree, it is straightforward to deduce
the set of link combinations that result in any loss pattern
observed in the trace. We assume that the probability of a
3
4
packet being dropped on a link is independent of it being
5
6
dropped on any other link. We compute the probability of
occurrence of a particular link combination as the product
of the probabilities of a packet being dropped on the links
by the fact that a loss also occurs on the other subtree. comprising the combination and successfully forwarded on
Were receivers 3 and 4 to predict that the loss is shared by the links leading to those comprising the combination.
receivers 3 and 4 only, they would be able to recover the
More precisely, consider an observed loss pattern x. Let
packet from receiver 1. However, in the virtual link repreCx be the set of all possible link combinations resulting
sentation, this scenario is considered a cache miss. Thus,
in x, Lc be the set of links that comprise a combination
the performance analysis of our loss location prediction
c ∈ Cx , and Uc be the set of links that are neither in Lc
scheme using the virtual link representation may undernor downstream of any of the links in Lc . Presuming that
estimate the expected effectiveness of caching in multicast
the probabilities of loss along the links of the IP multicast
loss recovery. In order to remedy this, in the next section
tree are independent, the probability of occurrence
of the
Q
we present a more precise representation which estimates
link
combination
c
is
estimated
by
p(c)
=
l∈Lc p(l) ·
Q
the actual links on which losses occur.
0
l0 ∈Uc (1 − p(l )). Thus, the relative probability that the
observed loss pattern x results from the link combination
3.3 Concrete Link Trace Representation
c as opposed toPthe other combinations in Cx is given by
pCx (c) = p(c)/ c0 ∈Cx p(c0 ).
Our second representation involves per-receiver time seWe select a particular link loss combination to represent
ries whose elements compute estimates of the actual links
an instance of the loss pattern x in the trace based on the
of the IP multicast tree responsible for the losses suffered
relative probabilities of occurrence of all link loss combiby each receiver. We estimate the actual links responsible
nations resulting in x. For 13 out of 14 of the traces we
for each loss based on the IP multicast tree topology and
consider, more than 90% of the link combinations selected
the observed loss pattern in the trace for the respective
to represent the losses have relative probabilities of occurpacket. Each loss pattern observed in a trace may be the
rence that exceed 95% and are often very close to 100%.
result of losses on either a single or a combination of acFor the remaining trace, 85% of the link combinations setual links. Moreover, it may result from losses on several
lected to represent the losses have relative probabilities of
such combinations. For example, the loss pattern involvoccurrence that exceed 98%. Thus, our estimates of the
ing all receivers may result from either a single loss on
links responsible for the losses observed in each trace are
the link leaving the source, or losses on each of the links
predominantly accurate.
leading to the receivers. We select a particular combination of links to represent each instance of a loss pattern By assigning a unique identifier to each link of the IP
based on the probability that a packet is dropped on ex- multicast tree of each trace, we represent each trace by
actly the links comprising each combination. We estimate per-receiver time series whose elements are the identifiers
this probability by first estimating the probability that a of the links responsible for the losses suffered by each repacket is dropped on each link of the IP multicast tree, ceiver. We use the identifier 0 to denote that the particular packet was successfully received.
i.e., the link loss rates.
While the performance analysis of our loss location prediction scheme using the virtual link trace representation
may under-estimate the expected effectiveness of caching,
the analysis using the concrete link trace representation
may over-estimate it. Firstly, receivers may not always be
able to deduce the exact locations at which losses occur.
In SRM, for instance, receivers may identify a loss loca-

Let L be the set of links comprising the IP multicast tree
of a given trace and lnn0 ∈ L be the link that connects the
nodes n and n0 , where n is the parent of n0 . We define
p(lnn0 ) to be the probability that a packet is dropped along
lnn0 given that the packet is received by n. The probabilities p(lnn0 ), for lnn0 ∈ L, can be estimated either by the
method of Yajnik et al. [14] or the maximum-likelihood
4

and the identification of their location are immediate. In
Section 4.2, we assume that losses are detected upon the
receipt of later packets and their locations are identified
immediately. In Section 4.3, we evaluate the performance
of our loss location prediction scheme as the delay in identifying loss locations increases. In Section 4.4, we observe the degree to which all receivers that share a loss
make the same predictions, under the assumption that
loss detection is delayed and loss location identification is
immediate. Prediction consistency would be required in
cases when the loss recovery process requires the coordination of all receivers that share each loss. In Sections 4.1
through 4.3, we consider caches of size 1, 10, and infinity.
In Section 4.5, we analyze the effect of the cache size on
the shared hit rates.

tion by the requestor-replier pair that recovers the loss,
i.e., the first receiver to request a retransmission and the
first receiver to retransmit the packet. However, sometimes different requestor-replier pairs can emerge for different losses on the same link and sometimes the emerging
requestor or replier is not optimal. Secondly, even an accurate identification of the link responsible for a loss at
each receiver does not always yield optimal recovery. Consider the case where two receivers, 1 and 2, lose a given
packet on separate links and there are two repliers, 3 and
4, that are equidistant from 1 and 2 and are both potential optimal repliers for both. Even when receivers 1 and 2
can accurately identify the links on which the packet was
dropped, receiver 1 may request the packet from 3, and
2 may request it from 4, leading to two retransmissions.
Although for the concrete link trace representation such
predictions are considered hits, they do not lead to the
desired recovery behavior involving a single request and
a single reply. In contrast, in the case of the virtual link
representation, such predictions are considered misses.

4

Evaluating
Caching

the

Effectiveness

In order to estimate the times at which receivers detect
losses and identify their locations, we need to know the
packet reception times. Since the trace data contains no
timing information, we assume that all packets received
by each receiver incur the same transmission latency; that
is, we assume that packets are received at a constant rate.

of

4.1

In this section, we demonstrate that the IP multicast
transmission traces of Yajnik et al. [14] exhibit substantial
locality and that caching can be very effective. In particular, we analyze the performance of a caching-based loss
location prediction scheme. In this scheme, each receiver
caches the locations of its most recent losses whose locations it has identified and predicts that its next loss occurs
at the location that appears most frequently in its cache.
We refer to correct and incorrect per-receiver loss location
predictions as hits and misses, respectively.

Immediate Detection/Immediate Identification

We present the hit rates achieved by our caching-based
loss location prediction scheme, under the assumption
that the detection of losses and the identification of their
location are both immediate. That is, we assume that the
loss location prediction scheme is aware of the location
of all losses that precede the loss whose location is being
predicted.

Figure 2 presents the per-receiver hit rates for the virtual
link trace representation for 6 out of the 14 traces. The
per-receiver hit rates for the rest of the traces are similar.
In the subsequent sections, we present and compare the Each of the graphs in Figure 2 plots the percentage of
hit rates achieved by our loss location prediction scheme predictions that are correct, i.e., the hit rate, for each of
for several cache sizes. A cache of size 1 predicts that the receivers in the given trace.
the location of the next loss is that of the most recent
loss whose location has been identified. An infinite cache We observe that the cache of size 10 outperforms the cache
records the location of all prior losses whose locations have of size 1 in most cases. As observed by the multicast loss
been identified. Predictions made based on an infinite studies of [1, 5, 14, 15], IP multicast transmissions involve
cache correspond to the most frequent loss location iden- a few highly lossy links that generate a large percentage
of the losses and a large number of slightly lossy links.
tified by the receiver up to that point in the trace.
With a larger cache, it is more likely that each prediction
We analyze the performance of our loss location predic- corresponds to a highly lossy link.
tion scheme using both virtual and concrete link trace
representations. As noted above, the virtual link repre- We also observe that caches of size 1 and 10 often outpersentation may under-estimate the expected effectiveness form the infinite cache size. In fact, the infinite cache size
of caching in multicast loss recovery, while the concrete performs as well as the others only for receivers whose
losses are predominantly due to single locations. Conlink representation may over-estimate it.
sider, for instance, the hit rates achieved by receivers 2
In Section 4.1, we assume that both the detection of losses and 3 of trace WRN951128. The caches of size 1 and
5

Figure 2 Virtual Link Trace Representation — Immedi- Figure 3 Virtual Link Trace Representation — Perate Detection/Identification.
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Figure 4 Concrete Link Trace Representation — Immediate Detection/Identification.
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each receiver. Moreover, in the case of the concrete link
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trace representation, loss patterns resulting from simultaFigure 4 presents the per-receiver hit rates for the concrete neous losses on highly lossy links are not misinterpreted as
link trace representation for the same 6 traces. Again, the losses occurring at distinct locations; rather, each receiver
per-receiver hit rates for the rest of the traces are simi- attributes each loss to one of the IP multicast tree links
lar. The per-receiver hit rates for the concrete link trace that are on the path from the source to the particular
representation are substantially higher than those for the receiver.
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traces. This effect is due to loss bursts. With immediate
detection, the prediction of the location of trailing losses
within a burst is based on the location of the leading losses
of the burst. In contrast, when losses are detected upon
the receipt of a later packet, the losses comprising the
burst are detected simultaneously and their locations are
all predicted based on the locations of losses suffered prior
to the burst. Thus, the (in)correct prediction of the losses
comprising long loss bursts heavily affect the prediction
hit rates.
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Consider for instance the hit rates of receivers 3 and 4
of trace RFV960419. Figure 6 depicts the distribution of
losses across loss bursts of increasing length for receivers 3
and 4 of trace RFV960419. More precisely, the graphs in
Figure 6 plot the percentage of losses that comprise loss
bursts of different lengths. The loss percentages are shown
in log scale. Receiver 3 suffers predominantly isolated
losses. Conversely, receiver 4 suffers a couple of long loss
bursts. The adverse effect of these loss bursts on the hit
rate of receiver 4 is evident when one compares receiver 4’s
hit rates in Figures 2 and 5; the hit rates of receiver 3 are
barely affected by the delayed detection, while those of
receiver 4 are nearly cut in half.
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The packet loss locality exhibited in the previous section
may not be exploitable, since losses may not be immediately detectable. Many reliable multicast protocols detect
losses upon the receipt of later packets. Thus, in the case
of loss bursts, losses are detected all at once upon the receipt of a packet following the loss burst. In this section,
we observe the effect of delayed loss detection. In particular, we assume that: i) losses are detected upon the
receipt of a later packet (delayed detection), and ii) the
loss location prediction scheme is aware of the location of
all losses that are detected earlier than the detection time
of the loss whose location is being predicted (immediate
loss location identification).

The adverse effect of the delay in detecting losses suggests
that it would be beneficial to design schemes for detecting
losses sooner. SRM’s exchange of session messages is one
such scheme. Session messages are used by receivers to periodically advertise the per-source transmission progress
they have observed. Thus, receivers may discover losses
by detecting discrepancies in the observed transmission
progress of the receivers. When packets are transmitted
at a fixed frequency, as is done in audio and video transmissions, an alternative approach may be to track the
inter-packet delays and to declare a packet missing when
its arrival with respect to its predecessor has exceeded
some jitter threshold. In order for such schemes to allow
the early detection and recovery of packets, session and recovery packets must avoid the congested links responsible
for the loss burst, e.g., using a source-based IP multicast
tree implementation [13].

Figure 5 presents the per-receiver hit rates of our loss
location prediction scheme for the virtual link trace representation of 6 out of the 14 traces. By comparing the
hit rates presented in Figures 2 and 5, we observe that
the delay in detecting losses heavily affects the hit rates
of some traces; the trace RFV960508 is the most heavily
affected trace and achieves the lowest hit rates of all 14
7

Figure 7 Concrete Link Trace Representation — Delayed Figure 8 Virtual Link Trace Representation — PredicDetection/Immediate Identification.
tion hit rates wrt loss identification delay, cache of size 1
Trace: RFV960419
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elapses from the time a loss is detected to the time its
location is identified.
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We first consider the virtual link trace representation.
Figures 8 and 9 present the hit rates of a couple of receivers of trace WRN951030 with respect to the loss location identification delay for caches of size 1 and 10, respectively. These plots depict the per-receiver hit rates that
are least and most affected by the loss location identification delay for the given trace. The plots for the remaining
receivers and traces are similar. The dashed lines correspond to the hit rates achieved with delayed detection
and immediate loss location identification (presented in
Figure 5).
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Figures 8 and 9 present the hit rates obtained for a delay
of up to 4 seconds. We presume that a loss’s location can
be identified within the amount of time required to recover
from losses. Several reliable multicast protocols, such as
SRM [4] and LMS [11], recover from the vast majority of
losses well within 3–4 round-trip-times (RTTs), on average. Thus, presuming a 1 second RTT upper bound, a 4
second upper bound on the location identification delay
is reasonable.

Early detection schemes may potentially allow the reliable
multicast protocol to identify the location of the leading
losses of a burst sooner, thus benefiting the location prediction of the trailing losses of the burst. Alternatively,
it may be beneficial to treat all the losses that comprise
particular loss bursts collectively. For instance, upon detection of a loss burst, a receiver could recover the first
loss of the burst and, subsequently, recover the remaining We observe that the hit rates of the loss location prelosses of the burst in the manner in which the first loss of diction scheme only slightly decrease as the loss location
identification delay increases and the available loss locathe burst was recovered.
Figure 7 presents the hit rates of our loss location predic- tion information becomes less recent. This is because 4
tion scheme for the concrete link trace representation for seconds is a short enough time interval for locality to still
the same 6 traces. The effects of delayed loss detection hold. The hit rates achieved with a cache of size 1 are
for the concrete link loss representation are similar to, yet more sensitive to the loss location identification delay.
less severe than, those observed for the virtual link loss This is because the larger cache sizes favor the prediction
of more frequently lossy locations (links); that is, locarepresentation.
tions (links) that are probabilistically better candidates
for being liable for losses.
Student Version of MATLAB
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Delayed Detection/Delayed Identification

We now consider the concrete link trace representation.
Figures 10 and 11 present the hit rates of a couple of
receivers of trace WRN951030 as the loss location identification delay increases for caches of size 1 and 10, respectively. Again, these plots depict the per-receiver hit

In this section, we observe the degree to which the delay
in identifying the location of losses affects the per-receiver
hit rates of our loss location prediction scheme. We define
the loss location identification delay to be the time that
8

Hit Rate (%)

Hit Rate (%)

Figure 9 Virtual Link Trace Representation — Predic- Each receiver’s loss location prediction may be either uption hit rates wrt loss identification delay, cache of size 10 stream, accurate, or downstream of the estimated location
(Trace WRN951030).
of the loss. We designate such predictions as high, accuTrace: WRN951030, Receiver: 02, Cache Size: 10
Trace: WRN951030, Receiver: 10, Cache Size: 10
rate,
and low, respectively. In the case of the virtual link
100
100
Immediate Identification
Immediate Identification
Delayed Identification
Delayed Identification
trace representation, we determine whether a loss loca80
80
tion prediction is high, accurate, or low by comparing the
60
60
predicted virtual link’s loss pattern to the observed loss
pattern. Loss patterns dictate the set of hosts that share
40
40
the loss. Thus, the loss location prediction is high, ac20
20
curate, or low when the predicted set of hosts that share
0
0
the loss is a strict superset, equal to, or a strict subset
500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000
500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000
Delay (msec)
Delay (msec)
of the observed set of hosts that share the loss. When
Figure 10 Concrete Link Trace Representation — Pre- the predicted or observed loss patterns correspond to sidiction hit rates wrt loss identification delay, cache of multaneous losses on multiple links of the IP multicast
tree, the predicted and observed sets of hosts sharing the
size 1 (Trace WRN951030).
loss may be incomparable; that is, they may be neither
Trace: WRN951030, Receiver: 02, Cache Size: 1
Trace: WRN951030, Receiver: 07, Cache Size: 1
100
100
equal, nor strict supersets or subsets of each other. In
80
80
such cases, we say that the predicted and the estimated
loss locations are incomparable. In the case of the concrete
60
60
link trace representation, the notions of upstream, accu40
40
rate, and downstream are dictated by the IP multicast
20
20
tree topology. For the concrete link trace representation,
Immediate Identification
Immediate Identification
Delayed Identification
Delayed Identification
predicted and estimated loss locations are never incompa0
0
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500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000
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Delay (msec)
rable; they both correspond to links on the path from the
source to the given receiver.
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We classify the loss location predictions into four types:
i) consistent high predictions, where all the receivers that
share the loss predict that the loss location is upstream of
the estimated loss location, ii) consistent accurate predictions, where all the receivers that share the loss accurately
predict the loss location, iii) consistent low predictions,
where all the receivers that share the loss predict that the
loss location is downstream of the estimated loss location,
and iv) inconsistent predictions, where the receivers that
share the loss predict a combination of upstream, accurate, downstream, and incomparable locations. We refer
to consistent accurate predictions as shared hits and to the
percentage of losses for which predictions are consistent
and accurate as the shared hit rate.

rates that are least and most affected by the loss location identification delay for the given trace. The effects
of delayed loss location identification for the concrete link
trace representation are similar to those observed for the
virtual link trace representation.
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Shared Hit Rates

In this section, we evaluate the degree to which receivers
that share losses predict the same loss locations. Throughout this section, we assume that losses are detected upon
the receipt of later packets and that loss location identification is immediate.

Hit Rate (%)

Hit Rate (%)

Figure 11 Concrete Link Trace Representation — Pre- In terms of the loss recovery process, consistent high prediction hit rates wrt loss identification delay, cache of dictions overestimate the extent of the loss. Thus, retransmission requests may be sent to receivers that are part of
size 10 (Trace WRN951030).
a
larger subtree of the IP multicast tree than required. In
Trace: WRN951030, Receiver: 02, Cache Size: 10
Trace: WRN951030, Receiver: 05, Cache Size: 10
100
100
such cases, the recovery may be exposed to a larger region
80
80
of the IP multicast tree than required and incur unduly
latency. Consistent low predictions underestimate the ex60
60
tent of the loss. In such cases, retransmission requests
40
40
may be addressed to hosts that share the loss. The recov20
20
ery based on such predictions would thus fail. The effect
Immediate Identification
Immediate Identification
Delayed Identification
Delayed Identification
of inconsistent predictions would depend on how predic0
0
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500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000
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Delay (msec)
tions are used by the recovery scheme at hand; that is, it
would depend on which of the receivers suffering the loss
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Figure 12 Virtual Link Trace Representation — Con- Figure 13 Virtual Link Trace Representation — Mean
sistent High/Accurate/Low and Inconsistent Prediction inconsistent prediction distributions.
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rate exceeds 70% for half the traces. The infinite cache
performs similarly to the cache of size 10. This indicates
would actually transmit retransmission requests.
We first consider the virtual link trace representation. that, in the case of the concrete link trace representation,
Figure 12 presents the distribution of the predictions a single loss location is responsible for a large percentage
of our loss location prediction scheme among consis- of the losses suffered by most of the receivers.
tent high/accurate/low and inconsistent prediction types. We expect that as the size of the reliable multicast group
With a cache of size 10, the shared hit rates always exceed increases and as the IP multicast transmissions become
longer-lived, i) several links will be responsible for large
10% and exceed 35% for half the traces.
We now examine what type of predictions individual re- percentages of the losses suffered by individual receivers,
ceivers make when predictions are inconsistent. For each and ii) the links responsible for a large percentage of the
inconsistent prediction, we compute the percentage of re- losses suffered by individual receivers will change over
ceivers that share the loss and predict upstream, accurate, time. Smaller cache sizes would in such cases be preferor downstream locations. The average of these percent- able so as to adapt quicker to changing loss characteristics
ages over all inconsistent predictions made in each trace and accommodate multiple highly lossy links.
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A comparison of Figures 12 and 14 suggests that the precise identification of the links on which losses occur may be
highly beneficial to the effectiveness of caching. Reliable
multicast protocols that feature local recovery schemes
may be particularly suitable both for precisely identifying
the links on which losses occur and for effectively exploitWe now consider the concrete link trace representation. ing this information by recovering from losses locally.
Figure 14 presents the distribution of the predictions
of our loss location prediction scheme among consistent 4.5 Optimal Cache Size
high/accurate/low and inconsistent prediction types. The
shared hit rates of the prediction schemes for the con- Finally, we examine the effect of the cache size on the
crete link trace representation are substantially higher shared hit rate. Figure 15 presents the shared hit rates
of the loss location prediction scheme for the virtual link
than those for the virtual link trace representation.
trace
representation for different cache sizes. We present
The shared hit rates for all cache sizes exceed 25% for
the plots for 6 out of the 14 traces; the plots for the other
all traces. For most of the traces, the cache of size 10
outperforms the cache of size 1. Moreover, its shared hit traces are similar. For many of the traces, a cache of finite
size outperforms the infinite cache. In particular, a cache
are presented in Figure 13. The percentage of receivers
that generate upstream and accurate predictions often account for more than half of the receivers sharing the loss.
This indicates that more than half of the losses resulting in inconsistent predictions may be recovered through
caching.
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Figure 14 Concrete Link Trace Representation — Con- Figure 16 Concrete Link Trace Representation — Consistent High/Accurate/Low and Inconsistent Prediction sistent accurate hit rates wrt cache size.
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Figure 16 presents the shared hit rate of the loss location
prediction scheme for the concrete link trace representation for different cache sizes. Again, we present the plots
for 6 out of the 14 traces; the plots for the other traces
are similar. For many of the traces, the shared hit rate increases as the cache size grows. This suggests that, in the
case of the concrete link trace representation, the losses
suffered by individual receivers occur predominantly on
single links. In the case of the concrete link trace representation, cache sizes of 11 and 15 perform well for most
of the traces.
Student Version of MATLAB

In summary, modest cache sizes of 11 or 15 perform well
for most of the traces and both trace representations. This
indicates that effective caching in multicast loss recovery
is achievable without prohibitive resource requirements.
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Summary, Conclusions, and Future
Work

In this paper, we proposed exploiting packet loss localsize of 11 performs well in comparison to all other cache
ity within existing or novel reliable multicast protocols
sizes for most of the traces.
through caching. We presented a methodology for estiStudent Version of MATLAB
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mating the potential effectiveness of caching in multicast Acknowledgments
loss recovery. Our methodology involved analyzing the
performance of a caching-based loss location prediction We thank Nancy Lynch for helpful discussions, comments,
scheme. We applied our methodology to the IP multicast and suggestions. We thank Yajnik et al. [14] for making
transmission traces of Yajnik et al. [14] and observed that their multicast transmission traces available online.
packet loss locality is indeed substantial.
Presuming immediate loss detection and loss location
identification, per-receiver hit rates in most cases exceeded 40% and often exceeded 80%. The delay in detecting losses did not substantially affect the per-receiver hit
rates, except in the cases where the receivers suffer long
loss bursts. The delay in identifying the locations of losses
did not substantially affect the hit rates of individual receivers. In most cases, a cache of size 10 outperformed a
cache of size 1. The infinite cache performed similarly to
the cache of size 10 only when the losses suffered by individual receivers occur predominantly at single locations.
Smaller cache sizes respond quicker to changing loss characteristics and achieve higher hit rates for traces involving
multiple highly lossy links.
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